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FIWVL SCIENTIFIC REPORT 

EQftR Grant n° 63-51 

Principal investigators s R. Brout and F. Englert, Faculty des 

Sciences, University Libre de Bruxelles. 

The accompanying list of publications presents a 

rather complete picture of the research activities of the 

Brussels group sponsored by the KC&R under Grant 63-51. 

We will refer to these publications by their numbers in the text« 

The theoretical interests of the principal investiga- 

tors evolved considerably in the course of the contract, from 

primary interest in the many body problem to primary interest 

in particle physics. This report will be divided into two 

sections : the first reviews our work on the namy body problem 

and the second on problems of particle physics and general 

relativity. 

Our first research project undertaken in the course 

of the contract was that of a theory of freezing and melting 

(1,2). The principal theoretical remark was the characteriza- 

tion of the solid phase in terms ofo.restricted ensemble of 

broken symmetry. Wie analogy with ferromagnetism makes the 

idea clear. The condensed phase of a ferromagnet is characte- 

rized by an order parameter which effectively limits the 

number of accessible states to only those which have this 
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order parameter« For example for spin 1/2, the magnetic phase 

is characterized by a given value of the difference of the 

number of up and down spins« The question is how to characte- 

rize the solid state by an analogous order parameter. The 

answer is as follows. What characterizes a liquid is that the 

single particle, density is everywhere constant 

<^ i *) )   = constant 

whereas in a solid < f>(/t\ > is a periodic function in the 

lattice 

i ;  ^ set of reciprocal lattice 
vectors. 

/\ 

The order parameters are P and the effective parts of 

many body configuration space are restricted though the 

conditions 

\^-»\fu\ 
For a liquid only &  « 0 is admissible and (*       =1. For 

example if £  is small it is a simple matter to show that 

the liquid solid ratio of many body configuration space is 

Once this remark is made it is quite easy to got a 

molecular field approximation for the solid phase. In fairly 

good approximation one gets 



<euv-c 5     <rf J^( ^-A') <n-'-*>> 

where 
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"^fti is the attractive force between the particles and ^  is 

confined to a unit cell. This equation was solved numerically 

in (X)  and yielded a very good equation of state for the solid. 

However, it was subsequently found that certain thermal proper- 

ties such a3 specific heat were not adequately approcimated in 

this way. Present calculations are being carried out which allow 

for configurations in which the cores of particles may possibly 

touch. These are much more complicated to evaluate, but present 

indications are that the required effects do indeed come about 

by this more refined version yielding quite an accurate estimate 

of the melting point« We also add, that at low temperatures, the 

cluster expansion of which the molecular field is the leading 

approximation yields the standard phonon theory. It is not yet 

clear how this generalises to high temperatures. 

We now turn to a discussion of (3) and (4). In the 

theory of superconductivity, it was pointed cut by Thouless that 

one should expect phase transition precursor phenomenon of the 

s.ime variety as observed in condensation or magnetism* ttiis is 

marked by a divergent specific heat« In the magnetic and conden- 

sation cases, one also has divergent response functions, the 

susceptibility and compressibility respectively. In (3) it was 

shown that the physical response function - the diamagnetic 

susceptibility developsasingularity which is related to that of 

the specific heat. However, for dynamical reasons the diamagnetic 

singularity is much more mild (like [constant + jT-"c' 3 rather 

wm ^y 
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than >/-r--j^   ). In (3) it was shown how to cast the tempera- 

ture dependent BCS theory of superconductivity into a form which 

was identical to that of the Vei«3 theoxy of £er:/AW.cmetiwuu 

Thereupon, one could readily understand, in analogy to the magne- 

tic case, how by going into a condensed phase the system accom- 

modates itself to the singularities discussed above* The 

parallel formalisms of band ferromagnetism and superconductivity 

are set out clearly in paper 3. 

In 4, we turned to more general considerations, 

related to what is called the Goldstone theorem. In all phase 

transitions, some symmetry principle characteristic of the 

hamiltonian is broken in the condensed phase though the esta- 

blishment of an order parameter. When the group of symmetry 

operations is continuous, a collective mode, whose frequency 

goes to zero as its wave length goes to infinity, is established* 

These are the phonons in solids (group of translations), spin 

waves in magnets (group of rotations), Anderson modes in super- 

conductors, fjtc.c. However it has not been generally realized 

that these modes are related to dynamical response functions and 

sum rules, in different ways according to the nature of the 

group in question. In 4, it is shown that, whereas in a ferro- 

magnet with Isotropie exchange coupling, the nature of the 

collective nodes is completely determined by symmetry alone, the 

same is not true in a superconductor. Thin is because the latter 

obeys a much more restricted set of symmetry operations. Gauge 

invariance is the g.vo:ap that i:: h:,fik ■*•* ;la !.V- *ttX'^>:ooxK>ctor and 

this corresponds in the ferromagnet to rotational invariance 

about one a;:is only. As a consequence, the nature of the collec- 

tive mode arises through the interplay of both dynamical and 

symmetry considerations for all wave lengths but infinity. 
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The relationship among symmetry considerations, dynamical sum 

rules, and equations of motion is the essential theme of (4). 

A simpler and deeper understanding of the nature of the Anderson 

modes inasuperconductor emerges. 

As a result of research on phase transitions and 

ferromagnetism over the past few years, a certain point of 

view emerged« Because of our steady inclination towards a change 

in research interests, it was deemed appropriate to the moment 

to set out this point of view in review form before retiring, 

at least momentarily, from the field. These reviews are in 

(5), (6), (7) and (9). 

In reference 8, the band theory of ferromagnetism 

was developed. In particular the nature of spin waves is explo- 

red taking into account the Bloch nature of the single particle 

states. In the limit of infinitely heavy effective mass, it was 

shown how the Heisenberg model spin waves are recovered. However, 

a very difficult problem still remains which concerns the 

complete theory of how a heavy mass band does indeed become 

localized. If the band picture is essentia!3.y correct, then 

the results of (8) apply. In particular, it was shown that 

there are two contributions to the spin wave frequency, one 

from the effective mass of the band and the other from overlap 

of Wannier functions. In the limit of heavy icass, the latter 

dominates. There is still much work remaining in this difficult 

subject and we are contemplating a return to it some time in 

the future. Metallic ferromagnetism is a long way from being 

understood. 

wmmm 
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Referencl) (10) provides t'ln interpretation of a remar

kable GX:perirnent::. o£ :i<.~.inzig et.. al. A solution .. 01% to • J.% I<OH 

in KCl causes a ~hift in dielectric constant from 4 to 10 in a 

temperature ;:c:ms-e from abou!:.. 1 °K to l0°K. The d:i.elect.:r.ic cc:msta.rd: 

shows a marked peak in this range at a t~mperntw:e propo:t:"t .. i.or,::'.l 

to ·the concentrat.icn .. It was vbserved by us that ;:;:.n n.nalogou::-J 

phenomencm occn::: s in ·the inverse su.scept.ibili ty fu:n.ct::i.on. of 

dilute transition paramagnetic metallic ions dissolved :Ln en, 

Agr J\u., In the latter class of substanc:c:::!s, the interp:r.etai:i..;)n \•)as 

given in terms of an c:xchu.nge force due t.o indirect excha:-1•;)•~ 

through thP- condition electrons.. Because this force osc:i.ll u.t.e~:. 

on~:; gets a kind of rr~ndcm anti:Eer:r-omaqnet:ic trunsi l:ion. A C'!O:t:l:•:)

Jati-::>n zone is established i:1 \vhit.:!h ::1. few opins a~:c ant:ir.-~r=o·· 

magnetically correlated to a given spin. It. wc.:.s ~:ugge;.!ted that. 

because ·therB is ::1n oscilla:i:or.y bf~havi.o::= of the cli.poJ.c-dipolf~ 

force in angle t.hc OH sy::;·i:em in I<Cl beha.ves quite m:a.... viJ.sly 1 

giving rise to a :r.andom antiferroelectr.ic transi.tio!~. P:reliminary 

0ptical experiments of Lllty are i:c~ ;:,_cco::r.1 \·lith this .tnto:r::prf::t:a·~ 

·t.ion, as well as o:-:-d.e:""' of r.lagnit:u.c1e est.imates of t:hc ·i:emperatu.:t:c 

of t.11e peak in dielor.i:r:i c co;-.Lstar.t .. :~~-l~~H prvbl<:::lfll h<J.s sJ.:llC<"~ 

c."'ctrc.r;t:~d a dc~al cf: att.ent:Lon in the li.teraturo and il· '~':U.J. 1-..:1'1 

of i.:it.0rcst ·to watch J.t::: devel:.)pment:,. 

In referenc8 ( 11) 1 :i:t \-.·.:ts shc•vm that if the ::;ound 

v~l.ocit:y of a metal has as its prim3ry c0~tributionr t~e bu~.k 

r-:wc1ulus due to core re:::pulr.d on. ~c'he:n tht-1 Be:; 1.JllC phonon excl1::"J.:."1ga 

mec.:han ism effcci:i vely reverses in sign :...~.nd sup~:Jrconductivit~.y is 

nr-t poss.ible.. The bulk modulus of n met:.a.l ~"1~lS --c,N'~) component~J .. 

CJ-le is that due of the conduc·cion. <?:l"!ci:rons o As t1H:: :i.0ns move 

thP :~J.ect.ron::-; follow adiabaticaJ.ly so as to m:::tin1:ain loc~.J. charg\~ 

~l(:;;nt:r:ali ty.. 'I'his rnnv~men·t i.s 1:esist.ed 'by the zer.o f•'-'d.nt. c:<::)1_np . ..,:ec

s ibi ]:;_ ty r:--f r1 F~).r:m i gas. J. ::. is thoug-ht: t:h;::. t thin .is t:hc p.~ .imo.ry 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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mechanism of the bulk modulus in alkali and other open r.lES;Lals 

such an Al. The other contribu·i:.ion is due to the cores of the 

1.ons which repel each other wh::·n t:1c core wave functions overlap 

due to Pauli exclusion principle. This contribution t.o the bulk 

modulus dominates in the noble-metals, Cu, Ag, Au~ 

How does this affect sup~rconductivity ? 'l1he nor.nal phonon :meclvl

nism is that as a.n (-.:lectron travels through the lattice it 

polarizes the ions creating a positive polarization cloud to \'.r11ich 

'3.n::::.thP.r electron is attracted .. This cloud lasts for the period 

of a lattice vibration time. However if i:here is a core th~~ at.oms 

touch and rebound creating a negative pol;J.rizat.ion cloud over the 

s.:;cond par.:: cf the cycle. Clearly .. if the repulsion is great it 

~.s the second part. which dcrni:nates and causes an effective 

repulsion .. Th.cse ideas W€re put into the mathematical machinery 

of the dync:.mical BCS t-.heory along with a diele=tric constant 

c:ont:aining u.J.l th~ required ef:Eects. It was estimat.ed that if 

60% ·the bull: mc:lulus is due to core effeet.s, superconductivity 

is suppressed .. An interes·ting confinnatio:n has recently come to 

li9hJc. Among "i:.he rare ~ar·ths only T.,a ~nd Lu a~~.·e not paramagnetic 

;ind hence are available for superconductivity. La is a su.per-

ccmd1;.ct:or 

f i J.l f:! <..1. 4 f 

(it has no 4£ 

~ ~1) I' . :::neJ. .. ::: J.S 

electrons) and Lu is not (it haa a 

es1:in~3.ted experimentally tha·t t:he v·cloc:l_-

t:{ of sou~1.d is thr~e 1~.imes greate:~: in Lu t.han in La and hence a 

f~cto= of ten in bulk moduluso Since tlJe crystal atructures as 

v.~e~ J. (:..s extc~:r.nal elcctroii.iC struci.:UXE-~8 c:.re identi~a.l ~ t.he (Li.f~ 

fc::.cnce cu.n only be i:1 core moduli. ':£'he:ccfore r..u has at lec-!s"t. 

soc;,:. o:Z its bulk modulus due to the core .. By our estimates, we 

then exp·:!Ct I.u not t:o be a superconductor.! a::~ is indeed the case .. 

In { 12) the formal expansion r:or an N boson g·;:ts was 

der:!..ved~ This is a very Stlbtle proble.nl because in the Bose 

r.;:Lnstein condensr::d phase 1 t'he occupu.·;:.ior:. of the ground sttit:e N 
0 . . :t.:::: JL'•<J.c:r.oc:co;_11.t:.,. :r.t is shown llowe·Jer that this Bt:{.~;:,lem can b4e..! me·t: 

EES'T AVAILABLE C PY 
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when the theory is expressed in terms of the fluctuations of NQ« 

These are all o(N ) and When incorporated into graphs, allow for 

a linked cluster expansion of the free energy in which each graph 

is 0{N). An immediate bonus is an extremely compact form which 

allows one to derive the theory of the Bogoliubov phonon in a 

straight forward random phase approximation. The ELu genholtz Pines 

theorem on the inevitable existence of a phonon also drops out 

straight forwardly« 

It was pointed out in (13) that the specific heat of 

the many boson gas changes its order of singularity from 3rd order 

in the ideal gas to 2nd order in a Hartree Fock approximation for 

the real gas^ However, the numerical estimates when applied to 

liquid helium were much too high« Therefore, it was decided to 

screen out the Hartree Fock estimate by developing a random phase 

approximation on the high temperature aide of the transition tem- 

perature (14). Much to our delight, not only did the effect get 

screened out, but a minimum developed in the specific heat above 

the critical point in a manner completely reminiscent of experiment, 

The reason for the minimum can be traqed to that part of the 

dynamical screening which gives rise to the phonon below the 

transition point« This is an extremely interesting connection which 

had not hitherto been appreciated« With a choice of parameters 

which are not unreasonable, it is possible to fit the experimental 

specific heat above the critical temperature« However, in the 

immediate critical region, the observed logarithmic singularity 

cannot be accounted for in the present approximation« 
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Field Theory and Particle Physics. 

Reference 15 is a remark which arose in our study of 

the role of Mach's principle in general relativity« Mach's 

principle has been interpreted by Scia m a and by Weisekopf in 

terms of an active interpretation of covariance. An acceleration 

in a terrestial frame is interpreted as sin acceleration of the 

distant stars with respect to us. As a result of thi3 acceleration, 

gravitational waves are emitted [in Weisskopf's version] and we 

feel an effective force-wtcu. Newton's equation is that the sum 

of the forces vanishes. Thus f~***a^o  where F is the local force 

and->v\cc the force from the distant stars. In order to make the 

term>tiCL have coefficient unity a condition is placed on the 

gravitational constant, \<"^. £<r-^M where <T* is the density 

of matter in the universe and R. its visible radius. That this 

equation is approximately true is regarded as support for the 

theory. In his early work Einstein hinted that such ideas could 

be valid, basing his intuition on the calculations of Thirring 

of the induced Coriolis and centrifugal forces within a rotating 

sphere of matcer. later, Einstein retracted this point of view. 

In (15) we took this theory to task. In effect the 

sources of a gravitational field due to accelerating bodies can 

only be calculated directly in terms of contravariant quantities 

(the instantaneous velocities). To find the field one must have 

covariant quantities. This requires knowledge of the space time 

metric and hence the solution of the problem. Therefore the 

problem is a self consistent one. When one sets up the mathema- 

tical theory, one sees that the resulting equations are simply 

an expression of general covariance. Mö condition can possibly 

arise. The reason why Thirring'c calculation is valid, is that 

his sphere was already imbedded in a (Euclidean) universe. The 

sense of his calculation is that the perturbation of this metric V i j 
4 *, 
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caused by a rotating massy sphere can be handled in linear 

fashion since the main contribution to the metric is from 

the distant stars which always maintain it almost Euclidean. 

Thus the zeroth order Euclidean metric may be used as an index 

lowerer in linear approximation« The existence of a local 

Euclidean metric is presumably the principal content of Mach's 

principle» 

In (16), we have taken advantage of the general 

covariance of the interaction of a given field interacting with 

gravity. As a consequence of this covariance, a Ward identity 

arises« This identity relates the gravitational interaction of 

a particle to its self energy« This is deeply analogous to the 

Ward identity and gauge covariance of electrodynamics, where 

the central point concerns the local conservation of electric 

current« In the present case, the conservation law is that of 

energy and momentum« Upon further inquiry as to the physical 

interpretation of this identity/ it turned out to reduce to the 

principle of equivalence for particles on the mass shell, flius 

the Einstein argument is turned around. He argued that the 

observed principle of equivalence implies general covariance 

and we prove the converse. In so doing we generalize the princi- 

ple of equivalence to propagation off the mass shell. 

In (17) and (18), we embarked on a program of the 

study of broken symmetry in field theoretic situations which 

are characterized by the presence of gauge vector mesons. Two 

known examples of gauge vector mesons are the photon and the 

graviton« In these cases the symmetries which are ensured by 

these mesons (gauge invariance and Lorentz covariance respecti- 

vely) are not broken. However, in strong interactions, there 

exists a set of vector mesons which are coupled to conserved 

«! J jlliHUUIJUIIUIUl I  l W -*w»*m»~«"- -        -~■       i  j jmmim  ■ IHllim« 
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currents (or approximately conserved currents) • These mesons 

were in fact predicted by Sakurai using previous theoretical 

ideas of Yang and Mills and various experimental indications» 

The difficulty is that these mesons have mass and their theo- 

retical introduction in the light of gauge theories requires 

zero mass. On the other hand the symmetry of strong interactions 

is not strict. We therefore directed our attention to the ques- 

tion as to how this breakdown of symmetry affects the masses 

of the vector mesons» The principal result of our investigation 

is that some of the vector mesons acquire mass in the presence 

of broken symmetry. Those which do not acquire mass are coupled 

to the currents which generate the additive quantum numbers of 

the Lie group in question. Thus in 5 V3    with broken symmetry 

along the hypercharge axis, the /> and to do not acquire mass 

whereas the lv does. If this point of view is correct, it is 

necessary that another mechanism causes the P     and u) tobe 

massy. One such theory is due to Schwinger. If this turned out 

to be correct, the utility of our approach would be to obtain 

mass splitting. Therefore, we would predict that the f   and u> 

be degenerate which is indeed the case. 

At the present time we are not placing much faith in 

this idea primarily because of the successes of $UC which groups 

all pseudoscalar and vector mesons together in a supermultiplet. 

This finds its dynamical counterpart in bootstrap dynamics and 

it is more in this direction that we are presently learning. 

However these vector meson ideas may eventually come into play 

in the theory of weak interactions where the ever nebulous inter- 

mediate vector meson remain an unsolved enigma. 

***Tw**r 
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In (19) a mathematical argument was presented which 

attempts to explain why only those representations of Sl/3 which 

occur naturally are those of its adjoint group ("the eight fold 

way"). It is postulated that the fundamental group is \J       and 

at the same time baryon conservation occurs as a superselection 

rule. The consequence of the latter requirement is that a gauge 

angle factorizes in the matrix representations of U3     . The 

only such representations are also representations of the product 

group 1/(0 K ( 5 \J$ / Z. } • UU)  is the gauge group and 

(SU3/z.) is the adjoint group of 6 03   , 7L  being the center. 

This argument, as all pure group theoretic arguments, is obviously 

pure phenomenology. Our ultimate understanding must lie in 

dynamics. 

In (20), we have begun to formulate a dynamics of 

particles. This is based on the bootstrap idea of Chew. It is 

appropriate that our report finish on this paper since it is this 

work which is expected to dominate our attention through the next 

contract period. 

Our principal notion is to express all interesting 

quantities in terms of vacuum fluctuations. These fluctuations 

generate other fluctuations as well as themselves through self 

consistent equations. In a certain approximation [ladder appro- 

ximation], these equations resemble strongly the bootstrap equa- 

tions with the very important difference that they now converge, 

A further mutilation can be affected to make the equations identi- 

cal to those of the N/D method, but this is neither physically 

well motivated, nor justified. 

We outline the method on a simple example* Suppose 

there exists a two body bootstrap. By this we mean a bound state 

•wm 
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of two particles arises through a meson exchange which bound state 

has the same quantum numbers as the meson which exchanges. Then 

the bound state can do the exchanging as well. Our bootstrap 

effectively equates the propagator of the bound state to that of 

the meson. In ladder approximation, the equation takes the form 

^SS^^^lVlS"(K^SS)S"S-^K:L l) 

where 5  *s ^e single particle propagator, assumed given, and 

[<KX the two body propagator. One solution is Kt» SS  or no 

interaction. In order for a non trivial solution to arise one 

needs a bound state. Then K^^S has  singular behavior 

where P and r»' are the relative incoming and outgoing momenta. 

F is the total momentum and *A the mass of the bound state. 

In this way 1) becomes 

In the approximation flf) ■ constant, this equation, plus a residue 
condition (normalization of the bound state wave function), 

recovers the usual bootstrap theory. It has a logarithmic diver- 

gence. In our version, convergence is assured and we have a pre- 

liminary estimate that asymptotically P^yO —*> ^^Y5^^ 

We have generalized this procedure and presented a 

variational principle from which the equations may be derived. 

At the present time, we are trying to enhance our ^ 

fundamental understanding of the theory while et the same time        X 

M 
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we are proceeding with applications. Among these are : 

a) an attempt to produoe a reasonable solution 

b) the expression of the reciprocal bootstrap in this new language 

c) group theoretical implications 

d) connections with field theory, in particular a discussion 

of the dilemma posed by Haag's theorem and ghost states. 
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